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SILAX PT 912
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

SILAX PT 912 is special neutral industrial silicone of series SILAX® supplied by company HF 
MARKET. It is one-component multipurpose gasket, neutral curing. It cures to lasting ever-elastic 
gasket owing to humidity. It doesn´t run down, possible to work also in a vertical position.

The gasket is resistant to weather, humidity and oils after curing. Excellent resistance to ageing, 
shrinking and crazing. The product is keeping its properties in a wide service temperature range. It 
can´t be advised for application on porous materials.

TYPICAL  USAGE

This product is designate for bonding and sealing of materials that are exposed to high temperature 
such as e.g. gearbox, oil tank, mould joint of mechanical parts, compressor, heating device and pump 
gasketing. Bonding of metal, textile and plastic parts of car´s body equipment. Padding and sealing 
heating elements of equipments, sealing of industrial furnaces and conveyer belts at industrial 
furnaces, sealing of chimney filters. Padding, bonding, sealing and protective overlaying of parts that 
are to a high temperature exposed. Metal – glass bonding. Simple joints, joints in plate chimneys and 
flues sealing.

Electronics: Bonding, encapsulating and sealing of electro-components, printed circuits, grommets, 
switches and switchboards. Applicable to lights production. Bonding of cables, conductors and other 
connections. Our commercial representative will advise to you further using of silicones SILAX.

Chemical composition:  SILAX PT 912 is  based on  silicon oxim rubber.

 Surface preparation: The surface should be clean, dry, degreased and devoid of power. The surfaces 
that are not porous such as aluminum, glass, metal etc. should be well degreasing , e.g. by using S 1950
or S 1960.

Field of application: The sealing is usable for clean metals, ceramics, glass, mirrors varnished wood 
and many kinds of plastics. It doesn´t corrode at metals and is not aggress on plastics.

General characteristic: 
Colour: transparent

Application temperature: +5°C - +40°C

Non-tacky film on surface: 10 min.(23°C, 50%R.H.)
Hardness Shore A [DIN 53505] : 22
Modul 100% [DIN 53455,A 1] : 0.40 N/mm2

Tensile strength [DIN 52455,A 1] : 0.50 N/mm2

Extension modulus [DIN52455,A 1] : 130%
Recovery [DIN 52458] : 90%

Temperature resistance for using : -40°C - +180°C 
Storage temperature : +5°C - +30°C
Lifetime : 12 months from the date mentioned on the cartouche 
Packaging : cartouche 310ml, 210 kg drum

Quoted values are average and doesn´t represent specification.

Supplied by:   HF MARKET s.r.o., PLEŠNICE 25         
    Tel.:  377279254- 55  ,   Fax.: 377279260

                      E-mail: hfmarket@hfmarket.cz, technik@hfmarket.cz   
                      www.hfmarket.cz, www.prumyslovalepidla.cz   
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